
menu  

hot drinks            single           double
       
espresso   R16  R18
americano   R18  R20
macchiato   R17  R19
cappuccino   R20  R22
café latte   R20  R22
café mocha     R22  R24
red cappuccino  R19  R21
hot chocolate  R21  R24
chai latte   R23  R25  
hero coffee    R21
italian style hot chocolate  R24
flat white    R22
the boss    R22  
   
häzz on the go   
hero     R22  
superhero    R25  
   
special brew             for 1  for 2 
plunger   R24    R28      
chemex   R28   R32
aeropress    R24  
speciality teas   R20  

Please order, 
pay and collect at the counter.                              



cold brews  
  
cold brewed coffee    R25
iced coffee     R23 
iced mocha     R23 
ice latte     R21
iced Red     R23
iced White     R23
fresh red     R30
italian ice     R24
italian mocha    R30

cold drinks
see our fridge for selection

superfood lattés    R26
Choose between organic matcha, beetroot or 
turmeric. Iced or Hot.    
 
freshly prepared juices   R30 
Create your own       

savoury or sweet    
Healthy or comforting; from seedbars and 
sandwiches yummy cakes. See our display. 
  
  
   

Please order, 
pay and collect at the counter.                              



Tea Menu 
An exceptional array that captures the 5000 years’ history 
of tea, translating it into 21st century elegance. 

The Dilmah Exceptional embodies freshness and authen-
ticity of flavour, reflecting exquisiteness in its absolute 
vibrancy.Make any moment exceptional with this quintes-
sential collection that appeases the most finicky of palates 
and the most discerning of tea aficionados Indulge in the 
                       Exceptional tea experience 
  
Elegant Earl Grey
A bold and bright single region Ceylon Tea, grown at 
5500ft altitude, gently fused with Bergamot lavour. The 
result is a balanced, medium strength tea with the citrus 
note that is known as Earl Grey. This floral and fruity flavour 
balances the strength of the tea, to offer a refreshing and 
delightful drink.

Fragrant Jasmine Green
An inspiring green tea with bold leaf appearance, com-
bined with petals of natural Jasmine flowers. The liquor 
produced by this combination is mild and gentle; the 
special fragrance and a touch of sweetness comes from 
the night blooming Jasmine flower. A soothing and medi-
tative tea.

Italian Almond
A malty, mid-elevation Ceylon Gourmet tea in a delightful 
combination with the mildly bittersweet, aromatic flavour 
of Italian Almond. A medium bodied tea with a wonderful 
fragrance & slightly sweet finish.

Rose and French Vanilla
Inspiringly aromatic, with a medium bodied floral note, the 
flavour of Rose with a hint of French Vanilla combines with 
Ceylon tea in a perfect embrace. Elegant and sophisti-
cated, a perfect afternoon or after dinner tea with a 
touch of romance.



Gentle Minty Green
A gentle yet sophisticated tea with a fusion of natural 
tastes. Mild Sencha green tea is enlivened by Spearmint 
leaves and a touch of Lemongrass. A refreshing and 
aromatic tea that elegantly complements spicy food, and 
can be enjoyed at any time of the day.

Brilliant Breakfast
A bright and bold morning tea. Perfectly rounded, with 
body, strength, colour and pungency         representing the 
essence of a fine Ceylon tea. The beautifully even Broken 
Orange Pekoe leaf yields a burgundy coloured liquor 
which is robust and strong yet bright with an energetic 
personality. When brewed for 3 minutes or more, Brilliant 
Breakfast tea can be enjoyed with milk if desired.

Perfect Ceylon
A perfectly balanced tea for connoisseurs from Ceylon's 
western high grown region, where the varying climatic 
conditions produces a tea that offers richness, depth and 
the slightly grassy, bright note of high quality, fresh tea.

Organic Rooibos
Crisp and soothing, ethically harvested, organic Rooibos is 
a pleasing beverage that is not only known for its flavour, 
but also for its myriad health benefits. While being naturally 
caffeine free, Rooibos contains a very high level of antioxi-
dants while also being rich in ascorbic acid. A light and 
refreshing beverage with an alluring aroma.


